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QUESTION 1
Certkiller .com needs to connect three separate networks because of a recent acquisition.
Which device would provide access and allow traffic to flow between these networks?
A. hub
B. switch
C. server
D. bridge
E. router
Answer:
QUESTION 2
What is abenefit of WLANs?
A.It operates over a portable radio.
B. It uses the methods of Infrequent Hopping and Direct Sequence.
C. It performs network computing without physical limitations of cables.
D. It uses the 10GHz frequency band.
Answer:
QUESTION 3
Which device connects two groups of users and determines whether "Group A' traffic
should be forwarded to 'Group B'?
A.server
B.router
C.hubs
D.switch
Answer:
QUESTION 4
What isTCP/IP?
A.the ability to provide both electrical power and network connectivity over the same
wire
B.the most common communication protocol
C. the implementation of Layers 1 and 2 of the OSI model
D.a network transceiver/converter
Answer: B
QUESTION 5
This layer defines local hardware addresses and may use Ethernet to provide this
function.
A.Layer 1
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